
Come into our school!



WELCOME YOU



She is our new Headmaster 

Mrs. Filomena de Vincenzo



Come in!

This is what it was like before World War II 







Our ski team, led 
by their teacher 
Mr. Cristaldi, in 

Campocatino 
and 

Bardonecchia 
County Finals 

2007-2008



Football Championship
As you know football is one of the most popular sports in Italy!

But look!!

We also have a female football  team!!!





This is a memorial football 
tournment of the “Headmaster 

Ferdinando Soave”.

It has been eleven October 2008 
between “Liceo Classico Carducci 

and I.TC. Medaglia d’oro”. 





Science  Laboratory: many lessons are held here, not only by our teachers but also by professors  
coming from  Cassino University. Here we can also improve our scientific skills practising many 

laboratory tests.





Many of my friends often take part to the 

‘Certamen Ciceronianum Arpinas ‘

held in Arpino,. a town nearby  Cassino 
and the 

‘Certamen Horatianum’,

held in Venosa, nearby Potenza in 
Basilicata.



Some of our 
friends awarded 

in Arpino

Our friends and our 
Greek teacher Mr.Greco  

in Venosa.





Cultural competition 
between the two first class 

of grammar school.



“An 
author to 
discover” 
dedicated 

to an 
author 

chosen by 
italian 

teachers 
every 
year.



This class went to RAI Television with Mr. Sollima to partecipate to cultural plays 
with books rewards about world Knowledge.



Welcome into the Headmaster’s room. 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
IL PRESIDE SI CHIAMA TOMMASO MOLLE



It is thanks to our Magazine 
that we get the most 

interesting information about 
our everyday life and society, 

at the same time we give 
information on us  outside our 

school.



This is our multimedia laboratory



Multimedia laboratory

It is in  here that  we can 
get an easy contact with 

foreign languages, and also 
speak with our friends 

abroad.
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We express 
ourselves through 
any kind of art!!

ART 
DAY

ART 
DAY



Our school also 
gives us the chance 
to get an important 

certification as 
“TRINITY” that has 

an international 
value.



To improve our foreign languages 
skills our school promotes 

Comenius Project exchanges.

We had a Comenius Language 
Project with Onesti, a Romanian 

town north of Bucharest

In these photos you see some of the 
students of our first Comenius.here 

we are in Bucharest spring 2004



Estonia
Finland

Germany
Italy

Poland



Here we are, together with our  teachers in Willich, in front of  Willich  Town 
Hall. The Town  Mayor is with us in the photo. There are also the German and 

the Finnish groups.



Comenius 2004/2005  Poland

Here we are in Zory. May16th -21th

Gimnazjum nr 2 w Zorach



Comenius meeting in 
Kirkkonummi, Finland.

September 2005.

A passage to 
Stockholm,on our 
way to Helsinki



This is Matteo Pittiglio.

He spent 6 months to study to 
Kirkkonummi (Finland) with the pilot 

mobility project organized by 
Intercultura.





Here they are 
in Praga and 

Vienna. 



This is the poster  of 
our last play. We 
have an active 

Theatre Lab which, 
every year,  performs 
different plays taken 

from the Classics 
either Latin and 

Greek or  
contemporaries.

  
 
 

 

 

….non si vede bene che con il cuore, 
l’essenziale è invisibile agli occhi 

Morena Nardone 
Paolo Iovine 
Giovanni Messore 
Raffaele Isernia 
Dalyla Zullo 
Elisa Di Rollo 
Alice Mennoia 
Mariana Forlini 
Fabiola Somma 
Augusta Russo 
Cecilia Evangelista 
Sonia Di Manno 
Cristina De Carli 
Laura Ciccone 
Martina Pistilli 
Antonella Rizzo 
Giulia Zaccardelli 
Alessandra Pacitto 
Francesca Fraioli 

Teatro Manzoni 
Ore 10:00 
27 Maggio 2008 

Regia: 
Giorgio  Mennoia 
Aiuto Regia: 
Camilla Bruno 
Operatrice Cut: 
Mariarita Parmisano 
 
Coordinatrici: 
Prof.ssa Rachele Gianfrancesco 
Prof.ssa Luciana De Camillo 

        

di Antoine de Saint-Exupery 
dalla sceneggiatura e adattamento originale di 

ORSON WELLES 
con brani di Camilla Bruno, Augusta Russo e Mariana Forlini 

IL LICEO CLASSICO “G. CARDUCCI” 
presenta 



Some of the pictures taken during one 
of our  performances.



Nativity in 
art, in 

literature 
and 

religion.



It’s a plastic realized by our students for Christmas 2007.

Nativity in art, in literature and religion.



If you want to have a complete view of our town have a walk up to  
Montecassino hill, to the extreme left you can see the ‘ Rocca Janula’, 

one of our ancient remains.



This is our rebuilt  
Abbey of 

Montecassino.



The Abbot of 
Montecassino 
“don Pietro 
Vittorelli”
who opens a 
new part of 
our School.



Cassino University  main offices, 
nearby the entrance to our theatre 

‘Aula Pacis ’



If you want to see more views about our past, that 
is Cassino before its destruction   digit here



A view of Montecassino 
Abbey from the old park.

Our ancient Church of 
Sant’Antonio and its 

collegiata. 



Old Market Street

Montecassino being 
rebuilt soon after  the  

War.



Unfortunately here,  on the hill of Monte Lungo,  
nearby Cassino,  there are hundreds of your 

young  soldiers. They died here in World war II. 
During Montecassino battle died hundreds 

European soldiers.



Sant’Antonio Church and 
the altar of our Cathedral



Cassino today, a view from 
Piazza Labriola.

Montecassino   and 
Cassino, a picture 
from an aerplane.

Our 
city 
park



Here you can see our Roman Theatre, among 
the many ancient sites of Cassino this is our 

best preserved.



Here is the new theatre 
“Manzoni”



If you want to see where we are, look at 
these two maps, our region Lazio and our 

nation Italy but Cassino is exactly here



Here we 
are!

This is the 
actual map 
of Cassino. 
As you can 
see it is a 
quite well 
planned 

one!



Advertisment 
produced by our 

school 
‘Advert.Language 

laboratory’



CD PRODUCED BY 

LICEO CLASSICO GIOSUE’ CARDUCCI

Technical work made by 

MRS. VALENTE CONCETTINA
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